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BAINULTRA
The Scala tub has a 72-inch-by-42-inch 
oval silhouette accented by sleek metal 
feet and interior armrests. It is available 
with a number of the company’s therapeu-
tic bath options, including chroma therapy 
and thermotherapy. The acrylic body 
comes in a glossy white or UltraVelour 
matte  nish, with a choice of metal 
accents in eight  nishes.
BAINULTRA.COM 

CIRCLE 807

NANAWALL
The company offers four sill 
options for Cero, its popular 
sliding glass wall system, 
including the Higher 
Weather Performance, 
Flush, and Low Pro  le 
Saddle sills, as well as the 
newest Low Pro  le Saddle 
Hybrid sill, which combines 
qualities of the Flush and 
Low Pro  le Saddle prod-
ucts. The Flush sill (shown) 
sits level with surrounding 
 ooring and is ideal for 

indoor applications.
NANAWALL.COM 

CIRCLE 806

NEW + NOTEWOR

BOSCH POWER TOOLS
The cordless Max Palm edge router includes a 
12-volt brushless motor with 13,000 rpm power. It 
measures 9.9 inches by 5.7 inches by 3.1 inches and 
weighs 2.2 pounds without attachments. A spindle 
lock offers macro- and  ne-depth adjustment.
BOSCHTOOLS.COM 

CIRCLE 809

HARDWARE RESOURCES
The manufacturer’s stainless steel sinks are hand-bent 
and hand-welded and include reinforcement plates and 
insulation for durability and sound-dampening. Available 
for kitchen, utility, and bar, the collection includes under-
mount and farmhouse (shown) styles in 16-gauge stock.
HARDWARERESOURCES.COM 
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BELWITH-KEELER
In honor of its 125th anniversary, the 
brand has reintroduced Vale, a 60-year-
old hardware design from the company’s 
living library. The simple collection fea-
tures a concave shape with subtle curves 
and comes in two knob and three pull 
sizes. Available  nishes include oil-rubbed 
bronze (shown), brushed golden brass, 
satin nickel, polished nickel, and chrome.
BELWITH-KEELER.COM 
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MEDICINE CABINETS CONTINUE TO GO HIGH TECH WITH BUILT-IN 
VOICE COMMAND, BLUETOOTH, AND LED LIGHTING CONTROLS
BY CHRIS WOOD

Mirror, Mirror

IT’S BEEN 80 YEARS SINCE Walt Disney Studios premiered Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarfs.  The fi rst full-length animated feature 
in English and Technicolor, Disney’s idea for the movie was dubbed 
“Disney’s Folly” by a contemptuous and ridiculing fi lm industry, but, 
as with many Disney gambles, Walt got the last laugh. Adjusted for 
infl ation, Snow White is still one of North America’s Top 10 grossing 
fi lms of all time, has spawned countless TV and movie spin-offs, 
and just happens to feature a talking magic mirror.
 The technology behind movie magic steadily advanced during 
the 1950s and ’60s, and Snow White was ultimately eclipsed as 
a top earner by science-fi ction fi lms such as Star Wars (1977)  
and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982) , but it wasn’t until 2018 at the 
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) that we fi nally got a real-world 
look at that talking mirror.

 Launched by Kohler at CES, the Verdera Voice Lighted Mirror  
brings an embedded Amazon Alexa into the bathroom via voice-
controlled medicine cabinets that do everything an Amazon Echo 
can. Envisioned as the centerpiece of the Kohler Konnect  portfolio 
of smart products, Verdera also controls other Kohler products by 
voice and has voice-controlled LED lighting.
 High-tech medicine cabinets have been a long time coming for 
residential construction pros who were still installing standard 
mirror-front units—even as luxury hotels began migrating tele-
phones, televisions, and USB ports into bathrooms. The bathroom 
is arguably the home’s most private space, so it’s understandable 
that it’s the last smart-home frontier, even if that frontier is ulti-
mately set to vanish with the introduction of Alexa and Apple’s Siri.
 “We know that time in the bathroom is considered ‘me time’ 
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ROBERN
The AiO Lighted Mirror 
includes a capacitive-touch 
dimming switch to control 
LED lighting from the mirror 
itself. The mirror features 
Bluetooth connectivity with 
embedded high-resonance 
stereo speakers. LED light-
ing is adjustable between 
2700 and 4000 kelvin and 
the mirror boasts a color 
rendering index of 90+ for 
truer refl ectivity.
ROBERN.COM 

CIRCLE 847



DURAVIT
The chrome-profi le XSquare mirror’s main light, 
ambilight, and defogger can be adjusted using 
a contact-free control panel built into the glass. 
Stepless adjustment of LED light color enables 
varied light settings to 300 lux that can be recalled 
via memory function. Interiors boast improved 
organization with optional storage boxes and a 
magnetic strip for accessories. 
DURAVIT.US 

CIRCLE 845

MEDICINE CABINETS
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and that people are bringing various devices into the bathroom 
to enhance their experience, and we also know that clutter in the 
bathroom causes frustration and can take away from the enjoy-
ment of the space,” says Kohler senior product manager Jesse 
Lemel.  “We incorporate technology that people are using into the 
design of our products in a seamless way to help provide a more 
gracious and enjoyable experience.”
 Similar to smart tech in other parts of the home, connectivity 
in the bath is accompanied by strong homeowner desire for 
unobtrusive technology. On the back end, that means install-
ing more gangable boxes in vanity areas to meet the wiring 
demands of advances in glass and mirror-based display tech-
nologies, putting the medicine cabinet front and center as the 
commode command dashboard.

 “Mirrors and medicine cabinets offer the ideal slate for a variety of 
audiovisual components without compromising or impacting space 
in the bath,” says Timothy Schroeder,  president of Duluth, Ga.-based 
Duravit USA. “Because of their centralized location and inherently 
clean design, the mirror market has defi nitely used this to its advan-
tage to up the tech factor. We’ve seen LED clocks built into corners, 
smartphone notifi cations synced to displays on the mirror, and all 
kinds of things that are following the smart bath revolution.”
 Schroeder’s mention of clean design keys in to the importance 
of modernity in bath design in general, and vanity and cabinet 
design in particular. Designers say unbroken lines, fl ush profi les, 
and muted tones in whites, off-whites, and grays are likely to rule 
the day through 2019 as homeowners seek cool, contemporary 
retreats that induce relaxation and rarefi ed privacy.

WETSTYLE
Frame Linea  medicine cabinets feature an aluminum frame 

and mirrored interior, as well as electrical sockets for charging 
various accessories. Optional LED mood lighting and defogger 

functions can be added to the mirrored doors.
WETSTYLE.CA 

CIRCLE 843
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 “Builders and remodelers can successfully upsell by enhancing 
the bathroom experience and design aesthetic, which actually 
offers customers more value,” says Devon George,  director of 
marketing at Robern, in Wyncote, Pa. “Providing products that 
don’t include polarizing design details but instead focus on mini-
malism and simplicity, while incorporating function and technol-
ogy, makes the homeowner’s day easy and more delightful.”
 In tandem with internet connectivity and voice-command tech-
nologies, built-in lighting controls are getting serious attention as 
vendors explore the boundaries of color and luminosity made 
possible by LED lighting. “We’re adding downlights and uplights to 
create more ambient lighting, and warm white lighting is always 
key, as well as full diffusion to hide the LED dots commonly seen 
these days,” says Hib Johnson , president of The Furniture Guild, in 
Canton, Ga.

 In researching form, function, and technology for the Verdera line, 
Kohler found a need for bright, consistent lighting whether consum-
ers were engaged in hair, makeup, grooming, or oral care. Duravit, 
too, has introduced advanced lighting controls with the XSquare 
mirror , offering a memory-enabled, continuously adjusted lighting 
tone from 2,700K to 6,500K to match natural circadian rhythms.
 Indeed, if we’ve fi nally realized Disney’s 1937 prognostication 
of a magic mirror on the wall, optimal, task-based mood light-
ing should help us to—at least momentarily—feel like our own 
Princess or Prince Charming. And if we’re ever unsure, at least 
we can fi nally pause while fl ossing to ask Alexa who really is the 
fairest one of all. 

Based in Sonoma, Calif., Chris Wood writes about product trends, 
construction, lumberyards, and technology.

KOHLER
The Verdera Voice Lighted Mirror features dual microphones to 
power the unit’s embedded Amazon Alexa and Kohler Konnect 
voice-command functionality. Embedded stereo speakers, a 
motion-activated night light, and dimmable LED lighting adjustable 
to 1,000 lux is available in 24-inch, 34-inch, and 40-inch models. 
US.KOHLER.COM 
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THE FURNITURE GUILD
Framed mirrored cabinets are designed to comple-
ment the maker’s Avalon and Avento lines  of freestand-
ing and wall-hung vanities. Options include downlights 
and uplights, 1-inch interior LEDs, and internal power 
outlets to meet consumers’ increasing demand for 
wall-to-wall and alcove-recessed mirror storage. 
THEFURNITUREGUILD.COM 
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